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Piano Trio No. 1 (2013)

Charlie Hankin, violin
Jennifer Jordan, cello
Evan Paul, piano

Racing Mind Waits for Autumn (2014)

Rebecca Larkin, flute
Chelsea Oden, clarinet
Raquel Vargas, bassoon
Amrita Gupta, horn
Christopher Stark, violin
Kathryn Brunhaver, cello
Rhys Gates, contrabass

Soar, and Reach into Dark (2014)

Rebecca Larkin, flute
Chelsea Oden, clarinet
Evan Paul, piano
Matthew Valenzuela, glockenspiel
Christopher Stark, violin
Kathryn Brunhaver, cello

Three Movements for Chamber Orchestra (2014)

I. and then I blackened the sky

Rebecca Larkin, flute
Yinchi Chang, oboe
Chelsea Oden, clarinet
Amrita Gupta, horn
Raquel Vargas, bassoon
Adam Dunson, suspended cymbal
John Goforth, bass drum
Matthew Valenzuela, xylophone
Christopher Stark and Charlie Hankin, violin
Sean Flynn, viola
Ramsey Sadaka, cello
Rhys Gates, contrabass

Ah Sunflower (2013)

O Anima fugitiva (2013)

Missa Brevis (2013)

III. Sanctus
IV. Agnus Dei

only lovers can see (2014)

Cole Blume, Riley Forrest,
Kyle Ludwig, and Miles Thoming-Gale, tenor
Tom Dasso, Zeke Fetrow,
Gabriel Elder, and Kevin Wyatt-Stone, bass

Ah Sunflower (2013)

only lovers can see (2014)
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